All You Need is Love

The Beatles got it right. All you need is love! During this time of being socially distanced from our loved ones, we are making sure to generate and celebrate love in our community here, at The Greens. By building meaningful experiences together, we bond over common interests, differences, and the shared need for friendship. In our safe haven, we study and practice artistic expression, talk about current events, and continue to learn at any age or ability.

On January 20th the whole community tuned in to watch the Presidential Inauguration. Residents reminisced about time spent serving the country, discussed who their favorite president has been, and listened intently to Amanda Gorman’s poem, “The Hill We Climb.” Love for the Country rang true as we sang with Lady Gaga the National Anthem.

Moving out of January and into February, the month of St. Valentine warms us up in the winter. Snow has already provided a beautiful blanket across our campus and we enjoy moments together inside sharing tea, company, and activities such as painting winter scenes. There is nothing more comforting than looking out one of our many windows at the scenery, finding pops of color such as red robins perched in a bare tree. We are grateful for the chance to witness all four seasons in our New England home.
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